Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been applied to many optimization problems successfully in recent years. The genetic algorithm (GAs) and evolutionary programming (EP) are two di!erent types of EAs. GAs use crossover as the primary search operator and mutation as a background operator, while EP uses mutation as the primary search operator and does not employ any crossover. This paper proposes a novel EP algorithm for cutting stock problems with and without contiguity. Two new mutation operators are proposed. Experimental studies have been carried out to examine the e!ectiveness of the EP algorithm. They show that EP can provide a simple yet more e!ective alternative to GAs in solving cutting stock problems with and without contiguity. The solutions found by EP are signi"cantly better (in most cases) than or comparable to those found by GAs.
Introduction
The cutting stock problem (CSP) is an important class of combinatorial optimization problems [1}3] . The traditional goals of CSPs are to minimize the trim loss and/or the cost value. Dyckho! and Finke [2] categorized seven di!erent objectives according to the characteristics of CSP. Most CSP solution methods are designed for speci"ed objective functions.
In this paper, two classes of one-dimensional CSPs are considered. The common objective for both CSPs is the trim loss minimization, also called wastage minimization. Each CSP has a second objective. For the "rst class of CSPs, the second objective is to minimize the number of used stocks. This type of CSP with two objectives has been tackled by using some heuristic techniques [4}6] . For the second class of CSPs, the second objective is to minimize the number of partially "nished (open) items. This is known as the cutting pattern sequencing problem [7] or CSP with contiguity [6] .
Traditional OR approaches to one-dimensional CSPs [3] can be divided into two categories, heuristics and linear programming (LP)-based methods [1] . Golden [8] , Hinxman [9] and Haessler and Sweeney [10] have written excellent surveys on the various solution approaches. LP-based methods are designed solely to minimize trim loss or cost value. They have di$culties in dealing with non-linear problems which are most common in the real world. As a result, heuristic methods have become increasingly popular in solving real-world CSPs. However, the e!ectiveness and e$ciency of a heuristic algorithm depend heavily on the heuristics used. Finding good heuristics is often as di$cult as solving the problem itself. In addition, most good heuristics are highly problem-dependent.
In the past decade, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [11] have become promising methods in solving various optimization problems. The evolutionary approach is particularly good at dealing with complex and nonlinear problems and "nding a near-optimal solution within a reasonable amount of time. Genetic algorithms (GAs) [12] and evolutionary programming (EP) [13] are two major classes of EAs. While GAs have been applied to the cutting and packing problems by many researchers [6,14}18] , EP's application in combinatorial optimization is relatively limited [19, 20] .
Crossover is the primary search operator in GAs. It combines sound building blocks from di!erent parents and passes them to their o!spring. However, the e!ectiveness of crossover as the primary search operator is problem-dependent. It works very well for some problems, but not for others.
EP is simpler than GAs since it only uses mutation. It has been applied to a number of numerical and combinatorial problems with success [13] . It has been shown to be more e$cient than GAs for some numerical optimization problems [21, 22] . In this paper, we propose an EP algorithm with only a swap mutation operator which outperforms GAs for one-dimensional CSPs with and without contiguity.
The mutation in our EP is designed using the concept of the distance between a parent and its o!spring. The distance is de"ned as the di!erence between two permutation lists with the same set of elements. For a given list, a two point swap is de"ned as the exchange of an arbitrary pair of elements in the list. The distance between the original list and the resulting list is thus de"ned as 1. Such a concept of distance between permutation lists was "rst introduced and applied to the traveling salesman problem [23, 24] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes CSP with and without contiguity. In both cases, two objectives have to be considered and minimized. Section 3 introduces new mutation operators used in our EP algorithm and gives implementation details. Section 4 presents the experimental results of our study and compares them with GA's results. It is shown that EP has always performed at least as well as, and most times signi"cantly better than, the GA for all ten benchmark problems using less computational time. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with a brief summary of the paper and some remarks.
The cutting stock problem
The aim of CSP is to cut an object made of material that can be a reel of wire, paper, or a piece of wood, etc., to satisfy customers' demands. The material is referred to as the stock of`(large) objectsa and the list of demands as so-called`(small) itemsa [1] . If there is more than one stock length to be cut to ful"ll the requests, the problem is called a multiple stock length CSP. In this paper, we consider both CSPs with single stock lengths and CSPs with multiple stock lengths.
CSP without contiguity
In addition to the issue of single versus multiple stock lengths, contiguity is another important issue in the CSP. When a list of items are cut we need to consider storage space requirements where partially "nished items are placed until the requested number of items is completed or the packaging size is met. This is referred to as the contiguity issue in CSP. It is a more realistic model of real world situations, especially when the problem size becomes large.
Most traditional LP-based and heuristic methods only consider CSP without contiguity. In this case, two objectives of the one-dimensional CSP are to minimize the wastage and the number of used stock with wastage. Mathematically, we would like to minimize the following cost function:
where
subject to
where n is the number of di!erent requested items, m the total number of stocks cut, w H the wastage of the jth stock, < H the jth stock with wastage,¸H the stock length of the jth stock, x GH the number of the ith requested item in the jth stock, l G the length of the ith requested item, and N G the total number of the ith requested item.
CSP with contiguity
CSPs with contiguity are often more di$cult to solve. A heuristic approach to this problem is to determine the cutting pattern of each stock "rst, and then sequence the cutting order of each stock. CSPs with contiguity also have two objectives, i.e., minimizing wastage and contiguity. The cost function for CSPs with contiguity can be formulated as
where o H is the number of partially "nished (open) orders up to the jth cutting stock, and y G is the open status of the ith requested item. According to Eq. (7), an item is open (i.e., y G "1) if we have started cutting this item from stocks but have not completed the whole order (i.e., N G ). Constraints Eqs. (2) and (4) given in Section 2.1 also apply in the case of CSPs with contiguity. Other de"nitions and notations have been given in Section 2.1 and will not be repeated here.
Evolutionary approaches to CSPs
The only evolutionary approach which has been used to solve CSPs with and without contiguity is based on GAs [6] . Two representations have been used in the GA approach, i.e., order-and group-based representations [6] . The group-based representation uses groups of items as genes, and the number of genes is equal to m, the total number of stocks used. The order-based representation uses an ordered list to represent all the items to be cut. A decoder, therefore, is needed to organize the cutting points and the stock length of each point in the list. It has been shown that the group-based GA is better than the order-based GA for CSPs without contiguity, and comparable to the order-based GA for CSPs with contiguity [6] . One of the major problems with the order-based GA is that crossover is unable to exploit the ordering information in the chromosome representation. In the group-based GA, the ordering information is encapsulated within groups (genes) and less susceptible to the destruction of crossover.
The implementation of the crossover operator in GAs is normally a di$cult task. The crossover has to maintain the feasibility of o!spring, otherwise some kind of penalty or repair methods must be used in order to evolve a feasible solution. The order-based GA uses uniform order-based crossover (UOB) [25] that applies a template of randomly generated binary bits to exchange some items and maintain relative order information from both parents. The mutation operator uses both swap and remove and reinsert (RAR) [6] . The group-based GA uses grouping crossover, where a segment of one parent is inserted into another parent to generate an o!spring [18] . Such crossover may not be as straightforward as it "rst appears because it has to avoid duplicated items being copied into the o!spring. The mutation operator selects a number of genes and rebuilds new genes from the selected genes, which is a much more time-consuming task than a simple swap mutation. The RAR mutation is also used in the group-based GA.
Hinterding and Khan [6] have observed that the crossover in the order-based GA could degrade the performance of GA. The crossover operator could not exploit the ordering information and sometimes it even destroyed the ordering information [6] . In this paper, we propose a new evolutionary approach to CSPs with and without contiguity based on an EP algorithm. The EP algorithm is much simpler and less time-consuming than the GA, and only uses swap mutations. No crossover is adopted. The order-based representation will be used in our EP algorithm, which turns out to be much better than the group-based GA.
The evolutionary programming approach
To solve the CSP using EP, three major modi"cations to the classical EP (CEP) [22] are made. They are (1) problem representation, (2) mutation operator, and (3) "tness evaluation function.
Problem representation
In most numerical optimization instances, CEP uses a pair of real-valued vectors as an individual to represent a candidate solution. One vector contains the object variables and the other the adaptive parameters. For the CSP considered in this paper, only one integer vector, x o , is used. It is an ordered list of all requested items. No self-adaptation is used in our experiments. In other words, there are no additional parameters to evolve or adapt in our EP. Fig. 1 shows an example of order-based representation and the mapping from the representation to a solution. Given stocks of length 12 (single stock length), and the requests of 2 items of length 3, 2 items of length 4, 1 item of length 5, and 3 items of length 6. The "rst row in Fig. 1 shows an order list of all items requested, which is a`chromosomea. The second row shows how this`chromosomea will be decoded into a solution by including cut points. The method to decide each cut point is intuitive. A cut is made before the accumulated item length matches any stock length, or the accumulated item length exceeds the available stock length. The third row shows the wastage for each stock. The impact of di!erent numbers of 3PS in one mutation on the evolutionary results for problems 4a and 5a [6] . Each result is averaged over 50 independent runs, where`mean besta is the mean best values found at the 2000th generation. The vertical axis represents the cost value and the horizontal axis indicates the number of 3PS used in one mutation.
Swap mutation
Unlike the CEP for numerical optimization [22] , the item itself in a`chromosomea cannot be changed. For example, we cannot change the "rst item 5 in "gs. 1}4 because 5 indicates the user request. What we should change or mutate is the order. There are a number of ways one can mutate the order. We propose a simple mutation operator based on a three point swap (3PS) in this paper. The idea of this mutation comes from the concept of distance between two permutation lists [23] . Given two permutations with n elements
the minimum distance between them can be de"ned as
, and x I "y I for all other k's. In other words, the distance between two permutation lists is determined by the minimum number of pair-wise swaps to go from one list to the other.
In theory, a global optimal solution can be reached through a sequence of swaps with distance 1 from any initial population of permutation lists. However, this could be a very slow process and might get stuck in a local optimum for a long time. Large search step sizes through multiple swaps may be bene"cial [23] . In this paper, we introduce 3PS as a basic operator which swaps 3 items in a list. 3PS swaps the "rst item with the second one, and then swaps the new "rst one with the third one. For each 3PS, the resultant permutation list moves distance 2 away from its original list. If we apply 3PS multiple times within one mutation, a permutation list may move even further away from its original list. This may accelerate the convergence towards the global optimum if the original list is far away from the global optimum. It may also slow down the convergence if the global optimum is already very close to the original list. A balance has to be maintained between the large-step exploration by applying several 3PS's in one mutation and the small-step exploitation by applying only one 3PS. Fig. 2 shows two examples of how di!erent numbers of 3PS in one mutation can a!ect the "nal result of the EP algorithm. The test problems used in these examples are problems 4a and 5a from [6] , which are single stock length CSPs with 60 and 126 requested items, respectively. These two problems are harder to solve than others given in [6] .
Two observations can be made from the results in Fig. 2 . First, as expected, the number of 3PS used in one mutation did in#uence the performance of the EP algorithm. Neither a large nor small number was good. Second, both 2 and 3 gave good performances, which indicated that there was a small range for a suitable number of 3PS. It was unnecessary to "ne tune this number as long as it was within a certain range. Two 3PS were used in one mutation in our study.
One important issue related to the number of 3PS in one mutation is the selection of the 3 items for 3PS. In our algorithm, the "rst item x GH is selected uniformly at random from an ordered list. The second and third items are both selected in two steps. First, a stock j is selected at random according to the following probability:
where w H is the wastage of the jth stock. Then an item is selected uniformly at random from the stock.
On the surface, Eq. (8) appears to be counter-intuitive as it biases towards stocks with less wastage. It would have made more sense if we had selected stocks with more wastage more frequently in order to minimize the total wastage. However, CSPs considered in this paper are more complex than just minimizing the total wastage. The other objective is to minimize the number of stocks with wastage. The bias towards stocks with less wastage in Eq. (8) would discourage the EP algorithm to evolve solutions with many stocks each of which has a small wastage. This technique enables us to optimize two objectives by the EP algorithm.
For CSPs with contiguity, another mutation operator, the stock remove and insert (SRI) operator, is needed to consider the contiguity. To reduce the number of partially "nished items while minimizing the total wastage, the best way is to appropriately rearrange the cutting sequence. The SRI operator does exactly this. It does not change any stock wastage w H in Eq. (5). SRI is implemented by the following steps:
1. Select an item uniformly at random from an ordered list. 2. Remove the stock that cuts the selected item. 3. Search through the list to "nd the stock that cuts an item of the same length. 4. Insert the removed stock right behind the "rst such found stock.
Similar to the design of 3PS-based mutation, we may have more than one SRI within a single mutation in order to enhance the exploration ability of the SRI mutation. In our algorithm, 4 SRI were used in each mutation.
Fitness functions
In order to compare the e!ectiveness of the EP approach with the previous GA approach, we use the same "tness function as that in Hinterding and Khan [6] . For CSPs without considering contiguity, the cost to be minimized is de"ned as follows:
where the notations are the same as de"ned in Section 2.1. The cost function has two terms. The "rst term emphasizes minimizing the wastage and the second emphasizes minimizing the number of stocks with wastage. For CSPs with contiguity the cost function is de"ned as
where the notations are the same as de"ned in Section 2.2. This function uses the "rst term to minimize the wastage and the second one to minimize the number of open items.
The evolutionary programming algorithm
For CSPs without contiguity, our EP is implemented as follows:
1. Generate the initial population of individuals randomly, and set the generation counter "1. Each individual is taken as an integer-valued vector, x G , ∀i3+1, 2 , ,. For CSPs with contiguity, two modi"cations are made to the above algorithm. First, the cost function is changed to Eq. (10). Second, in Step 3, either SRI or 3PS may be used in the mutation. The probability to execute the SRI mutation is 0.25. When executed, SRI will be applied 4 times in a single mutation.
Experimental studies
Although there is a rich literature on CSPs [1}10], few gave the actual data for their problems. Direct comparison with them is di$cult if not impossible. In our experimental studies, 20 test problems are used. The detailed description of these problems are given in Appendix A. The 20 problems can be divided into two parts. The "rst part consists of ten benchmark problems obtained from Hinterding and Khan [6] . The total items requested range from 20 to 126. Problems 1}5 are multiple stock length CSPs and problems 1a to 5a are single stock length CSPs. Problems with the same index have the same number of requested items, e.g., problems 4 and 4a have the same number of requested items (60). The number of requested items increases as the problem index increases. Since these ten problems have been widely used by people in the evolutionary computation and operations research communities, they will help us in comparing the e!ectiveness of our new evolutionary approach, and facilitate the comparisons between the performances of the EP and GAs for the CSPs.
The second part of our test problems also consists of ten problems. They are much larger and more di$cult than the previous ten. The number of requested items goes up to 600 for problems 10 and 10a. No evolutionary algorithms have ever been tested on such problems.
As mentioned in Section 1, traditional OR methods such as column generation [26] are designed mainly for single objective optimization. Once an optimal solution is found for a single objective, it is di$cult to use the optimal cutting patterns for the second objective. To deal with two objectives, a heuristic approach [5] based on linear programming has been proposed. Unfortunately, the solutions found by this method normally do not satisfy equation 4 since the number of items generated can be greater than the demand. We have implemented a simple heuristic algorithm for the CSPs, i.e., the two-swap algorithm, which has been found to be e!ective for some combinatorial optimization problems. At each step (iteration) of this algorithm, two randomly selected items in an ordered list are exchanged. If the newly generated list has better "tness, it replaces the original one.
In the following experiments, the population size is 75, the same as that used by the GA [6] . The tournament size q is 10 in selection. Each problem is repeated for 50 independent runs. The experimental results on the "rst ten benchmark problems, i.e., problems 1}5 and 1a to 5a, are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 , along with the previous results obtained by the GA [6] . Only the results of the group-based GA are shown, since it performed best among various GAs [6] .
The results in Tables 1 and 2 show that our EP algorithm has performed at least as well as the GA for all ten benchmark problems. It performed signi"cantly better for most problems. For CSPs without contiguity (Table 1) , the EP algorithm has consistently found the global optimum in all 50 runs for six test problems, while the GA could only locate the optimum consistently for four problems. It is worth pointing out that it is impossible to obtain statistical signi"cance (using the t-test) for eight out of ten problems. For the remaining two problems, the EP algorithm performed signi"cantly better than the GA for one and similar to the GA for the other. For CSPs with contiguity (Table 2) , the EP algorithm performed signi"cantly better than the GA for six problems, and was comparable to the GA for the other four problems. It should be noted that our experiments were repeated for 50 independent runs while Hinterding and Khan [6] only repeated their experiments for 20 runs. Table 3 summarizes the actual solutions found for the "rst ten problems by our EP algorithm. All results were averaged over 50 independent runs. It is quite clear from Table 3 that our EP The t-value with 49 degrees of freedom is statistically signi"cant at "0.05. The t-value with 49 degrees of freedom is statistically signi"cant at "0.05.
algorithm was able to cut stocks without any waste for six out of ten CSPs without contiguity and for "ve out of ten CSPs with contiguity. Table 3 also shows how well our EP algorithm did in optimizing two objectives simultaneously. For CSPs without contiguity, the number of stocks with wastage was either zero or a small number, as shown by the column in`Stocks w/wastagea. The Table 3 The mean best results for problems 1}5 and 1a to 5a over 50 independent runs for CSPs with and without contiguity, where`Stocks useda indicates the average number of stocks used,`Total wastagea indicates the average total wastage from all used stocks,` column of`Maximum open no.a indicates the maximum number of open items generated by our EP algorithm. It is interesting to note how these numbers were reduced substantially (roughly by half) when we move from CSPs without contiguity to CSPs with contiguity. However, the number of stocks with wastage did not increase very much as a result of considering contiguity. In a sense, three di!erent objectives were considered simultaneously in the EP algorithm although we did not formulate the problem as a multi-objective optimization problem. Appendix B gives some example solutions evolved by the EP algorithm.
To further evaluate the performance of our EP algorithm, we have tested it on ten more problems, i.e., problems 6}10 and 6a to 10a, and compared it against the two-swap algorithm. To make a fair comparison between the EP algorithm and the two-swap heuristic algorithm, the heuristic algorithm was given the same number of cost function evaluations as that used by the EP algorithm in our experiments. Table 4 shows the results of these two algorithms on the ten problems without contiguity.
According to the results in the upper half of Table 4 where "tness values as de"ned by Eq. (9) were compared, the EP algorithm performed signi"cantly better than the two-swap algorithm for all the problems with multiple stock lengths (problems 6}10), but performed worse on two out of "ve problems (problems 6a to 10a) with a single stock length. However, according to the total wastage and the total number of stocks used, given in the lower half of Table 4 , the EP algorithm outperformed the two-swap algorithm consistently for all ten problems regardless of a single or multiple stock lengths. It performed worse than the two-swap algorithm for three out of the ten problems only according to the number of stocks with wastage. The results in Table 4 also show that the EP algorithm was more robust and reliable than the two-swap algorithm since it had smaller standard deviations over 50 independent runs. Table 4 The mean best results of the EP and two-swap algorithms without contiguity for problems 6 to 10 and 6a to 10a over 50 independent runs Prob. no.
Req The t-value with 49 degrees of freedom is statistically signi"cant at "0.05.
Similar conclusions can be drawn if we compare the EP and the heuristic algorithms on CSPs with contiguity. Table 5 summarizes the results. According to the "tness measure as de"ned by Eq. (10), the EP algorithm was outperformed by the heuristic algorithm on only one problem (i.e., problem 8a). It consistently performed better than the heuristic algorithm in terms of the number of stocks used, the total wastage and the maximum number of open items.
It is interesting to note the di!erent results obtained by the EP algorithm when di!erent "tness functions, i.e., those with and without contiguity, were used in Tables 4 and 5 . It appears that di!erent "tness functions had little impact on the total number of stocks used, while they had a signi"cant impact on the total wastage. When contiguity was considered, the total wastage also came down substantially for some problems. For example, the total wastage was reduced from 730.00 to 432.40 for problem 9a and from 1037.20 to 643.60 for problem 10a. Such di!erences were much less signi"cant when the heuristic algorithm was used. However, there was no general trend Table 5 The mean best results of the EP and two-swap algorithms with contiguity for problems 6 to 10 and 6a to 10a over 50 independent runs Prob. no.
that could be observed. Whether the total wastage would increase or decrease as a result of contiguity consideration is highly problem dependent.
Conclusion
Two critical issues in applying evolutionary algorithms to combinatorial optimization problems are problem representation and search operators used under this representation [27] . Overemphasizing anyone alone can lead to inaccurate conclusions. This paper takes a more holistic view and tries to design an evolutionary algorithm for CSPs based on the best integration between problem representation and search operators applied to this representation. A new EP algorithm using the order-based representation has been proposed. The new algorithm uses two di!erent types of mutation, i.e., 3PS and SRI, to deal with CSPs with and without contiguity. Two objectives can be optimized simultaneously by our EP algorithm. The EP algorithm does not use any crossover operators and is simple to implement.
In this paper, the distance between two permutation lists is introduced and used in the mutation design. This enables us to arrive at mutation operators with an appropriate search step size for CSPs. The probabilistic selection of cutting points in 3PS also enables us to bias search toward solutions using less wasted stocks without being trapped in a poor local optimum. Our experimental studies have shown that the results obtained by the EP algorithm performed signi"cantly better than GAs and a heuristic algorithm for most benchmark problems we tested.
There are some improvements which can be made to the EP algorithm in the future. For example, rather than using a generational replacement strategy, we can use a non-generational one where only a certain percentage of the whole population will reproduce, e.g., using the idea of continuous EP [28] or steady-state GA [29] . This can increase the e$ciency of an evolutionary algorithm in many cases. Since di!erent search operators introduce di!erent search biases, it would be bene"cial to have more than two di!erent mutation operators in the EP algorithm. Selfadaptation can be used to evolve the probabilities of applying these mutations. waste 0225, open 0
Problem 4 with contiguity
Total stock wasted2used " 2219, total waste " 11, cost " 0.05309
